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Due to the enormous acceleration of diversity in and with IT ICT, which subsequently triggers all 
kinds of peril, the universal laws of physics remain as is, also for Vehicle and carrier IT ICT. There is 
nothing new since… well…. Let’s just say starting to use the wheel to accelerate movement. 
 
These universal principles, or laws if you will, are nothing new at all no matter how hard commerce 
may try to have you believe something new is something utter spectacular. Objective of this seminar 
is just to set things in ordinary order again stripped from any hype, commerce or politics. We simply 
visualize these laws or principles, why IT ICT also simply is subdued to these, and with that 
knowledge you will be able to put IT ICT in everlasting better and constructive use and perspective. 
 
In this seminar the black box will be opened and light thrown in to show there absolutely is nothing 
new. IT ICT will be placed in the organizations strategic perspective and rightful place. No commerce 
or politics shall be spared and set aside since IT ICT as vehicle, carrier and matter is wrongfully 
combined with these with all completely predictable financial losses as a result. 
 
In the end all will be brought back to simplicity of things and you will be able, professional and 
manager on the one hand, Non IT Executive and deciding management on the other, to see and take 
IT ICT for what is.  
 
In Perspective.  
 

Have fun with it….. 
 
RC 2016  
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In this seminar a number of important issues will be addressed and unveiled who immediately can be 
implemented in the organization and enterprise without any financial investment what so ever. 
Strategic IT ICT will be put in perspective derived from all politics and commerce.   
 
Who benefits  
 
This seminar is of importance for Executives and management baring direct impact of decision 
making in the field of IT ICT and those having professional affinity or interest with IT ICT.  
For every IT professional occupied with all aspects intrinsic of IT ICT. 
 
Subjects 
 

 IT ICT 100% predictible matter 
What commercial spirits refuse to reveil to you, if they ever knew themselves that is, How IT 
ICT blackboxes exists and thrives, Information Technology without transfer of Information, 
Vendorslock, The gap between the worlds IT ICT and Non IT ICT identified, finally. 
 

 What is automation, Why does one automate, Why should one automate 
Three simple questions that every Non IT ICT Executive and manager should be aware of to 
ask to any IT professional, regardless background nor discipline.  These three essential 
questions be the most simplest test to assess if one may expect a load of bills ahead in any 
stream, or not. 

 

 The four Devastating Devils in and with IT ICT 
There are simply four lethal enemies in and with IT ICT that guaranteed will be the promise of 
mayhem and many deer bills to pay in any IT ICT strategy.  Whom these are and how to 
prevent these from killing your IT ICT 
 

 The IT ICT Chain 
Perhaps staggering, over 75% of IT professionals, though being cracks in their individual fields 
of expertise of discipline, have absolutely no concept what so ever about any generic IT 
chain. The damaging consequence of this gap and the many deer bills to for you, guaranteed. 
 

 Strategic IT ICT in enterprise and organization 

Since the start of the Office Automation IT ICT is simply a strategic pillar in enterprise and 

organization. Having stated this many still refuse to see it this way, yet treating IT ICT as a 

budget where one can cut at will. How damaging this is to any enterprise and organization 

explained. 
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 Laws of Physics, Universal Principles 
As everything in the world,  IT ICT also are subdued to these, like it or not. By visualizing 
these and apply these to actual IT ICT, and immediate gain that can be accomplished. 
Improve the current IT ICT in your enterprise and organization. 
 

 Immediate Beneits! 
Any succesful seminar is as successful as the added value any member is to take back. After 
this seminar you will be able to: 
 
- Put your IT ICT in much better perspective 
- Challenge the current state of your IT ICT with a higher objective 
- Improve the IT ICT strategy without financial investment 
- Reduce the overall cost of your IT ICT immediately 
- Align all in the enterprise and organization to higher principles regarding implemented IT 

ICT.  
 
You are kindly invited to contact us for next seminar. The location in Rotterdam is only three minutes 
from the nearest expressway A16.  When the number of applicants is large enough a strict English 
seminar will be considered, else the language will be Dutch. 
 
After the seminar there is time and room for Q&A  
 
There is a restaurant facility 
 

You are kindly invited…….. 
 

RC  
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